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Introduction

 Value Added Tax (VAT) is an important source of
government revenue in more 130 countries including
countries member of OECD.

 In the last six years during the period of 2012 to 2017,
the realization of VAT revenues in Indonesia continued
increasing



Introduction
 As the second country in Asia which collects sales tax based on

VAT system after South Korea since 1977, Indonesia has
implemented full- fledged VAT system or multy stage levies on
production and distribution lines of goods and services including
retail sector since 1985.

 Indonesia also using the credit method mechanism (indirect
substraction method) in calculating the VAT able

 But in practice with various considerations, VAT may be collected
on goods or goods and services on single-stage levy – on
producers and importers and create problems such as in legal,
revenue , administration and control.



Introduction
 VAT self assessment system based on voluntary

compliance and tax collection and based on
withholding system, in terms of tax administration, is
an effective and efficient system with feasible
economic administration cost.

 Credit method should be supported by the tax invoice,
then this method is also known as Invoice Method

 Based VAT System the issue of correct invoicing is an
important part of the procedure of imposing and
enforcing VAT

 But in practice, taxable person still have to prepare the
commercial invoices (for their transaction) and the tax
invoices for the VAT calculation purposes.



Objective
◦ To evaluate the overburden by taxable person due to the

preparation of the commercial invoices and tax invoices in
their every transactions.



Methodology

 This research was conducted through qualitative
approach.

 The data was collected by documentary/library
research, field research (observation & in-depth
interview)



Results
 In an invoice-based VAT system the issuance of standard tax

invoice is an essential part of the VAT collection procedure. To
avoid black market development, the use of tax invoices, which
are used for tax claims similar to money printing and tax
evasion and the requirement to include names, addresses and
references of sellers and buyers including other details as per
absolute rules, must be complied.

 Commercial invoices can serve as tax invoices if they meet the
requirements of VAT Law.



Results
 The function of Tax Invoice:
◦ the tax invoice serves as an input tax credit
◦ tax invoice is used for tax collection purposes by tax

authorities.
 It is only the standard tax invoice that can be credited. On the

simple tax invoice, the procedure is different from the standard
tax invoice, and on this procedure it is needed to mention
clearly what documents can be equated as a simple tax invoice.

 Through a credit method or VAT invoice system, a mechanism of
built-in control system may happen. Through the mechanism of
input-output tax, the VAT system provides audit trail and a more
comprehensive cross-check transaction between sellers and
buyers of a shorter stage collection system



The e-tax invoice road map
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Conclusion
 Curently taxable persons still have to issue two invoices which are

sales commercial invoice and tax invoice, it can lead to ineffective
tax administration to increase voluntary compliance and to less
efficient VAT collection

 The supervision and administration of VAT without IT based tax
administration automatically will seem hard in the network (online
system)

 The use of two types of invoices in the taxable persons’ economic
activities can lead to the misuse of tax invoices, and even it may
induce fictitious invoices which may result in invalid tax invoices.
The most prevalent VAT fraud is the creation of fictitious tax
invoices



Recommendation
 The proposed future VAT reform in Indonesia should fully use a

single invoice system (the integration of commercial invoice and
VAT invoice).

 The use of single invoice system issued by taxable person (seller)
can be a single source document for simultaneous record of seller
(output tax) and buyer (input tax). That single source document
can also be a tax office database in the form of sales turnover and
potential buyer turnover.

 Single invoice will still be compatible with VAT credit invoice
system and able to provide correct theoretical results with minimal
administrative cost.
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